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Abstract: In this paper, advanced energy saving programs for commercial buildings were investigated. Currently in 
most buildings, the heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) systems are controlled by the present 
temperature in the building. Many countries have large energy production but due to the huge increase in domestic 
consumption and decrease of investment in energy sector become dependent on energy imports. In Future HVAC 
energy consumption will rise further due to increase in growing population, rapid expansion and call for new 
residential and commercial buildings, and rising global warming due to climate change. This will provide specific 
methodologies and information, for energy efficiency improvements for many countries. When the historical data of 
the building is available, the ANN approach is thought to be the most cost-effective method. Most of previous 
studies of ANN modelling of building temperature, have either focused on single throughout the building. The 
proposed modelling methodology can be extended to include other inputs, besides neighboring usage pattern of the 
building, so that the better intelligent control strategies can be developed for energy saving purposes, based on the 
more accurate predicted temperatures form the new model. 
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1. Introduction 

The argument about energy usage has increased 
recently in many countries that exposed to repeated 
electricity failure because of expanding demand, 
natural gas supply shortages, old infrastructure, and 
insufficient generation and conduction capability. 
Commercial buildings consume large amounts of 
energy. As shown in Fig. 1, commercial and 
governmental sectors consume about 20% of the total 
energy consumption. For that, energy saving studies 
have a great importance nowadays. In fact, it needs 
nearly 3 kW h of electricity energy to and distribute 1 
kW h to the consumers as the electrical energy has 
approximately 33% efficiency. So saving any little 
portion of electricity will save a large amount of 
energy consumed. 

Heating, ventilation and air conditioning 
(HVAC) systems in commercial buildings account for 
a large proportion of electricity bills for the buildings. 
An effective way to achieve energy efficiency in 
HVAC systems is to implement supervisor control 
systems to optimise the set points and operating 
modes of local control components [1]. In recent 
years, supervisory control system design has 
benefitted greatly from the widespread use of building 
management systems (BMS). BMS provides operators 
with a platform to monitor and record the HVAC 
conditions, as well as to tune the local control 
parameters with ease. To make the most efficient use 
of BMS for supervisory control systems design, online 

predictive models with the ability to track the long-
term dynamic behaviours of HVAC systems are 
needed. The predictive model should cover the entire 
operating range and be suited to any location in the 
building, by considering both the HVAC processes 
and varying ambient environment. This dynamic 
model can be used for energy-efficiency control, such 
as in determining the best turn on/off time for the air 
handling units (AHUs) or chiller and boiler plants. 

 
 

 
Fig. 1. Average of Energy Saving in the World 
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In large commercial buildings, the internal space 
is divided into several adjacent zones, with the 
temperature and relative humidity of each zone 
regulated by separate AHUs. Building performance, 
i.e. temperature modelling is a challenging task. For 
example, the change of occupant level, weather 
conditions, the interactions of temperature and relative 
humidity between individual zones and the operation 
of HVAC system all affect the temperatures of zones 
inside a building. Furthermore, HVAC system itself 
has several coupled control processes that cannot be 
treated independently. For example, the AHU 
processes suffer from process-gain and time-delay 
variation due to the chilled water temperature change 
and flow-rate fluctuation. Moreover, nonlinear control 
variables such as temperature, humidity and damper 
actions make the modelling more difficult. 

Traditionally, to overcome the above difficulties, 
energy and mass balance integral-differential 
equations are used. The parameters in the equations 
are with physical significance and can well represent 
the main characteristics of the systems, but some of 
them could not be estimated accurately. In addition, 
the models are computationally demanding and they 
are not ideal for use with the varying dynamic 
characteristics of the HVAC system. Recently, 
intelligent modelling technologies, such as artificial 
neural network (ANN) models, have been extensively 
used for HVAC zone temperature prediction. ANN 
models have proven superior to the linear models and 
physical models in catching the nonlinearity of HVAC 
systems. 

For example, Ruano et al. built an adaptive radial 
basis function neural network model to predict the 
temperature in a school building, with the result 
revealing better performance than the multi-node 
physically based model. Using feedforward neural 
network, Lu and Viljanen [7] constructed a nonlinear 
autoregressive with external input (NNARX) model to 
predict both indoor temperature and relative humidity. 
Based on this study, Mustafaraj et al. developed both 
a linear ARX model and a neural network-based 
NNARX model using BMS data to predict the thermal 
behaviour of an open office. 

Besides pure modelling works, the ANN models 
have also been applied to control application, such as 
in calculating optimal start and stop time for heating 
system and designing ANN-based thermal controller 
in residential buildings. 

However, most of the past ANN modelling work 
had either focused on single-zone examination or 
assumed that zone temperatures within the building 

were evenly distributed. In some large commercial or 
industrial buildings, the thermal space is always 
divided into separate zones, with each zone controlled 
by individual AHUs. These zones are inhomogeneous 
in terms of physical characteristics and dynamic 
variant. Therefore, it is impossible to predict the 
future dynamics of these individual zones using a 
global model. Therefore, dynamic models with the 
ability to track long-term temperature change for 
individual zones are needed. 

In this paper, a new dynamic neural network 
model for zone temperature prediction inside a large 
building using the historical BMS data is proposed 
and demonstrated. The new model considers the 
HVAC system characteristics, weather conditions, and 
thermal interactions between adjacent thermal zones. 
The ANN model structure is determined under the 
guidance of a feed-forward input variables selection 
criterion. Multiple-steps-ahead prediction tests are 
performed to evaluate the long-term prediction 
accuracy of the model. The results of using different 
input combinations are compared to show the 
effectiveness and importance of the neighbouring 
zone temperatures when predicting the zone 
temperature. 
System dynamics 

It shows the schematic diagram of a chiller plant. 
The chiller plant provides chilled water for cooling 
purpose. The chilled water is transmitted from the 
chiller plants to the cooling coils at individual AHUs 
by water pumps. The AHU used in this study runs in a 
constant air volume (CAV) mode. It has fixed-speed 
fans thus the airflow is regarded as a constant value. 
Fig. 2 shows the schematic diagram of the CAV air-
handling unit. It consists of a cooling coil, a heating 
coil, water] valves, fans and air dampers. For cooling 
purpose, the return air is recirculated through the 
mixed air damper or exhausted through the exhaust 
damper, depending on the position of these two 
dampers. The fresh air enters the circuit through the 
outdoor air damper and then mixed with the return air. 
The mixed air then passes through the cooling coil 
and the air temperature decreases after the heat 
exchange. The chilled water valve is modulated 
through proportional control to maintain the zone 
temperature. It can be seen that the most important 
control variable which influences the supply air 
temperature is the opening level of cold water valve. 
Two main types of disturbance which are likely to 
influence the AHU process include chilled water 
temperature and chilled water flow rate. 
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Fig. 2. Schematic of an AHU 

 
It is assumed that there is a big room that is 

divided into two zones and the temperature in each 
zone is uniform. It shows the energy (balance) 
network diagram for the 2-zone case. The 
temperatures of the zones, i.e. T1 and T2, depend on 
the surface temperature of the walls, heat transfer 
coefficient of the walls, outdoor temperature, flow 

rate of the supply air, supply air temperature, solar 
gain and neighboring zone temperature etc. The 
temperature distribution in each zone is assumed to be 
uniform, the density of the air and air-flow rates are 
both assumed to be constant. Energy and mass 
balance governing equation of the zone can be written 
as: 

(1) 

 
(2) 

 
 
3. ANN modelling 

Artificial neural networks (ANN) are black box 
models which can map nonlinear input-output 
relationships based on historical data. The most 
commonly used ANN structure is Multi-layer-
perceptons (MLPs). MLPs may consist of 1~n layers 
and each layer has certain number of neurons. The 
inputs from the previous layer are multiplied by the 
weights, summed up and added with a bias. The 
results pass an activation function at the hidden layer 
and then go to the next layer. 

The MLPs ANN has been proven the most 
efficient method for the building dynamics modelling. 
In this work, nonlinear autoregressive with exogenous 
inputs (NARX) model is used to express the nonlinear 

neural network structure. A multiple inputs, single 
output nonlinear system used for one-step-ahead 
prediction has the following form: 

(3) 

 
Data gathering 

The experimental data used in this study were 
collected from a commercial HVAC system at 
through the BMS. To address the problem, thermal 
zones located in two different areas of the building 
were selected for experimental purposes. Fig 3 shows 
the general layout of the selected areas. Zone-1 is 
located at the outer part, east end of the building. It is 
adjacent to Zone-2 which is served by another AHU. 
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There is no wall between these two zones. The second 
test area is an office room, located in the central part 
of the building. This room is adjacent to a spacious 
hall but separated by a wall. All the zones are 
equipped with AHUs and used dry bulb temperature 
sensors to detect zone temperature. The experiment 

data were collected on typical summer days in January 
2016. The data set were divided into two groups. The 
data of the first 10 days were used for model training, 
and the remaining five days data. The data were 
collected according to the analysis results of the 
dynamic system from previous section. 

 

 
Fig.3. Layout of the experiment area 

 
Table-1 lists a series of variables identified in the 

previous section for zone temperature prediction. 
These include controllable variables indicating the 

operating status of the HVAC system, and 
uncontrollable variables indicating the thermal 
conditions of the internal and external environment. 

 
Table 1. input variables definition 

 
 
Before modelling work, 2 -1 and Zone-2 to 

investigate some system dynamics: 
Fig 5(a) shows that there was a temperature 

difference of 2 between zone-1 and zone-2 when 
AHUs were running. This fact makes the thermal 
interaction between two adjacent zones a significant 
factor to consider. 

Fig 5(b) illustrates the cold water valve was fully 
open after AHU started running. This was because 

Zone-1 temperature was far above the set point 
temperature during the operating hours. 

By analysing both Fig 4(a) and Fig 4(b), it might 
be concluded that it takes about 4 hours for the Zone-1 
temperature to reach the set point temperature after 
AHU-1 started running on the first day, and it takes 
about 3 hours for it to reach the set point temperature 
on the second day. This indicates that under different 
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weather conditions, the response times will be 
different. 

The delay time of cold-water valve opening level 
on Zone-1 temperature can be estimated by observing 

the time gap between peak values of input and output 
data. The delay time for other variables can be 
estimated using the same strategy. 

 
Fig. 4. Data collected from zone-1 between 20th January 2016 to 21th January 2016; (a) zone-1 and zone-2 
temperature; (b) cold water valve opening level of AHU-1; 

 
Data preparation 

ANN modelling was started by choosing the 
relevant input candidatures and storing them in a 
matrix for preparation. 

Since some of the candidature variables selected 
above may be correlated, noisy and have no 
significant relationships with the outputs, a suitable 
input variable selection criterion is needed. To address 
the problem, a simple linear feed-forward selection 
criterion is used in this study to obtain the best ANN 
model structure as well as to investigate the relevance 
of each input variable. Using this method, the initial 
candidate variables are chosen based on the prior 
knowledge of the system. The performance of the 
model is then maximised by changing the orders of 
input variables and number of hidden layers. The 
remaining candidature variables are added on top of 
the previous ones, after the last optimisation process is 
finished. The candidature variables that fail to 
improve the performance of the ANN model are 
abandoned and others will be preserved. 

The experiment started by choosing a 
combination with three inputs: zone temperature (ZT), 
outdoor temperature (OAT) and chilled water valve 
opening level value (CV). The delay times of 
variables were estimated by observing the historical 
data and were used to re-arrange the input variables. 
The data preparation method used was employed in 
this study. After considering the delay, the data matrix 
can be rewritten as: 
Proposed modelling method 

The zone process in the case study can be 
expressed by a multiple-inputs, multiple-outputs 
(MIMO) ANN model. For instance, a multiple-inputs, 
double-outputs ANN model with the structure as 
shown in Fig 4 can be used to express the dynamic 
behaviour of a double-zone process. U(k-1) is an input 
vector containing the input variables chosen from 
Table-1 at the current time stamp; and T(k-1) is the 
zone temperature at the current time stamp. Eq. (3) 
shows that the rate change of temperature in one zone 
is related with the temperature difference between this 
zone and its adjacent zone. Therefore, the adjacent 
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zone temperature is used as an input for the prediction 
of the objective zone temperature. Using this method, 
a MIMO system can be decoupled into two individual 
multiple-inputs, single-output (MISO) models, as 
shown in Fig 4 each MISO model stands for the 
dynamic behaviour of a single-zone process, while 
maintaining the thermal connection with their adjacent 
zones. Using the proposed modelling method, 
dynamic models can be built for the prediction of the 
zone temperature at any location of a large building. 
Moreover, the individual zone models can be 
interconnected to construct a dynamic model for the 
entire building. 
ANN modelling 

The neural network with three layers of neurons 
was employed for training using the prepared data as 
shown in section. The input data were normalised into 
[-1,1] to speed up the training process. In this model, 
the input layer receives information from the data 
source and transmits it to the hidden layer. The hidden 
layer uses a logistic sigmoid function as the activation 
function. The output layer has only one neuron the 
output of the predictive model. Instead of using the 
more common Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm for 
MLP training, Bayesian regulation was employed as 
the training method, to obtain the optimal 
regularisation parameters. This algorithm has a slower 
convergence speed compared with Levenberg-
Marquard. However, it can improve the generalisation 
of ANN models and prevent over fitting. 

The ANN was trained in 500 epochs (iterations) 
and the training process was terminated when the 
target mean square error (MSE) or the maximum 
number of epochs was reached. Initially, the number 
of neurons at the hidden layer was set to be the same 
as the number of neurons at the input layer. This 
number was later adjusted between 5 and 12 
according to the performance of the model. The 
weight and bias at the hidden layer were initialised 
using the Nguyen-Widrow method to keep the 
resulting model more consistent. 
Validation results and discussion 

After the training process, the obtained ANN 
model needs to be validated. To do this, another set of 
measured data, which are different from the training 
data, were employed. During the validation, the 
measured output data were only used at the first 
prediction. Starting from the second step, the 
predicted output(s) are used as the input variables for 
the prediction of the next step. Successive one-step-
ahead prediction can then be conducted to realise 
multiple-steps-ahead prediction. In general, the 
performance of the predictive model degrades as the 
step size increases. Therefore, it is important to 
choose a proper prediction horizon to meet the 
practical needs with acceptable accuracy. In this 

study, two-days-ahead prediction (288 steps ahead) 
was selected because this prediction horizon is long 
enough for control strategies implementation. The 
best neural network structure (in terms of input orders, 
hidden layer nub) was chosen based on three criteria: 
MSE, mean absolute error (MAE) and maximum error 
(ME). Table-2 shows the different prediction results 
obtained using different model structures. Analysis of 
the results is summarised below: 

 They have compared the modelling results 
when the neighbouring zone temperature was used or 
not. It was shown that by adding the neighbouring 
zone temperature as an input, the prediction results for 
both locations are greatly improved. This indicates 
that interaction between zones cause by convection is 
important and the proposed modelling result has 
revealed the significance. 

 It can be observed from Fig 6 and Fig 7 that 
good prediction results could be obtained when 
conducting two day ahead prediction. However, this 
validation results were done based on the assumption 
that future inputs are known in advance. In order to 
realise real time prediction, future input data such as 
weather data with the same sampling interval are also 
needed. 

 According tit, for Zone-1, a good result was 
obtained when outdoor temperature, cold-water valve 
opening level and historical data of zone temperature 
were used as the input variables. On the other hand, 
shows, for Zone-3, the model performance was not 
satisfying when these three variables were used. This 
proves that the thermal zones in the internal part of the 
building are more related to their less affected by the 
outdoor weather change. 

 According to Table-2, adding chilled water 
flow rate and chilled water temperature as variables 
does not bring any significant change on the 
prediction accuracy, although they are regarded as a 
source of disturbance in the existing control loop. 
Neighbouring zone temperature, on the other hand, 
has more significant impacts on the model 
performance, especially in the case that the 
temperature difference is big. 

 Overall, the simulation results at two 
different locations illustrate that the proposed MISO 
ANN model can provide accurate performance (MSE 
of 0.129 for Zone-1 and 0.23 for Zone-3) for relative 
long-term indoor temperature prediction. Moreover, 
the coupling affects between adjacent zones have also 
been accommodated by the ANN models. The 
proposed dynamic model can be further adopted 
online to implement supervisory control strategy, such 
as optimum start control of AHUs in large commercial 
buildings. 
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Conclusion 
In this paper, neural networks have been trained 

in batch mode to build dynamic models for the 
prediction of indoor dry bulb temperature. A feed-
forward selection criterion is used to determine the 
optimal structure for the ANN model. Thermal zones 
located in different areas of a building are selected 
and compared for experimental purposes. It has been 
shown that by adding neighbouring zone temperature 
as an input variable, the performance of the ANN 
model is improved significantly. 

ANN models with this structure have also dealt 
with the thermal coupling affects between adjacent 
zones. Two-days-ahead prediction results show that 
the proposed model can adapt well to the dynamics of 
the HVAC system across a relatively long period with 
good accuracy. This result is meaningful in achieving 
energy savings. For instance, the operating hours and 
set point temperature for individual AHUs can be re-
scheduled based on the prediction result, while taking 
the constraints such as occupant hours and time-based 
electricity price into account. Since there are always a 
large number of AHUs inside large buildings, 
significant amount of energy saving is possible when 
the same strategy is applied on each of them. In 
further studies, the ANN model will be combined with 
a weather forecast model to realise real time zone 
temperature prediction. Good prediction result is 
expected within also be used to calculate the optimal 
start time and stop time for an AHU to show its 
effectiveness to achieve energy saving in a large 
commercial building. 
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